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• Update on new Sidings and Train 

Operators’ Company Compound (TOC)

• New noise mitigation plans

• Proposed Planning Amendment

• Q and A 

Agenda
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From 
this (Jan 
2019:

Progress so far

To this 
(June 
2020)
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Aug 2018 – Rail systems and sidings work officially started

April 2020 – Current noise barrier erected

May 2020 – Residents’ Briefing: Sidings’ opening

June 2020 – South Sidings open for operation with access from 

the southern throat

Jun/July 2020 – Construction at Sidings comes to an end, site 

offices only remain

Past few months
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Aug 2020 – Completion of north entry, points, level crossing

Sept 2020 – Submit application to amend permission, revising 

barrier to current location

2021

Jan - Sidings fully opened and main station works start

April - Building slow platform access track and  installing ‘tandem 

turnout’ (compact points allowing trains to access all tracks)

May - Opening down slow access train station access track

Aug - Remove track ‘scissors’

Next few months
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New Sidings and Compound
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New South Sidings - Opened May 2020 

(trains access from south only until Jan 

2021)
New compound for 

TOC (car park)

New TOC building Brent Terrace Houses        

Site Access

Hendon 

Waste 

Transfer 

Station

Access from 

Tilling Road

Northern ‘throat’ 

opens Jan 2021



• Trains to be shut down wherever possible and avoid 

use of the horn

• Staff briefs to reduce noise (shouting, car doors etc)

• Future fleet becomes significantly quieter than 

today’s fleet 

• Bunded areas where fuel is handled to eliminate 

environmental impact

• Minimal operation and hence staff on the depot

• Staff encouraged to arrive by train to reduce traffic

Considerate Operators
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Quieter Trains

Noisy high speed diesel trains made 

up of coaches with a locomotive at 

each end
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Hitachi Bimode

trains that can run 

on electric or 

diesel (EMR)

Class 360 all 

electric EMUs 

(EMR)

Class 700 

‘Thameslink’ all-

electric trains (GTR)
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Independent Acoustic Consultancy
By Xavier Sanchez-Roemmele MIOA MAES MAAS MIEEE 
FASA. GL Hearn Acoustics Technical Director.

• 22 years experience in Acoustics, nationally and
internationally – with experience in rail, including HS2 Phase
2b (Capita Sound, Noise and Vibration Lead).

• Knows the Brent Cross Cricklewood area well, and has been
responsible for the operational noise mitigation assessments
for:

• Cricklewood Rail Freight Facility

• Brent Cross Stabling Sidings

• Brent Cross Sidings Compound

• Brent Cross Waste Transfer Station

• New Station
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Noise Sources

“Engine noise” while in movement

“Engine noise” while stationary
(“idling noise”)

“Rolling noise” while in movement –
friction between wheels and tracks

Wheel squeal, typically on curved
sections of the track, due to friction
between wheel and track

Noise when crossing switches
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Noise Sources

“Engine noise” while in movement

“Engine noise” while stationary
(“idling noise”)

“Rolling noise” while in movement –
friction between wheels and tracks

Wheel squeal, typically on curved
sections of the track, due to friction
between wheel and track

Noise when crossing switches

Noise will be present. Engines required to 
idle for refuelling and other operational 
purposes.

Minimal movement within the sidings –
these types of noise are present for 
short periods of time only.

Wheel squeal has been investigated.
Thameslink trains rarely squeal due to
embedded mitigation. EMR trains have not
shown significant squealing on site.

Short duration, infrequent and no 
different to previous types of noise.

BRENT CROSS SIDINGS ASSESSMENT
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Noise Sources

THAMESLINK TRAINS

• Do not typically generate wheel squeal noise due 
to self-lubricating wheel system.

• Idling noise is very quiet (no diesel engines).

EAST MIDLANDS TRAINS

• Wheel squeal has been checked at current site 
and does not contribute to overall noise levels.

• Idling noise while refuelling, and occasionally while 
stabling.
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What have we done so far?

• Detailed noise surveys from 2018 to 2020.

• Built localised noise barriers around fixed plant.

• Positioned the fuel pumps within a purpose-built 

acoustically designed building to reduce noise 

emissions (which even reduces noise levels in relation 

to previous operations at the site)

• Investigated noise levels from current rolling stock.

• Designed and built a noise barrier to mitigate noise, 

mostly from train moving along the sidings and 

especially idling.
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Comprehensive Noise Surveying

Extensive and detailed noise 
surveys have been 
undertaken in the area since 
2018, to confirm existing 
baseline and monitor the 
performance of constructed 
noise mitigation measures. 
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Plant Insulation

Noise barrier built around
building plant (condenser
units) and water pump
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Acoustically designed
enclosure for fuel farm
pumps.
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Train operations assessment

• Noise levels measured before construction 

• Detailed 3D noise model undertaken

• Additional noise surveys to confirm train noise and 

barrier performance 

• Noise barrier options explored 

• The barrier has been built and performs as predicted.
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Predicted noise levels without a noise barrier
(example idling position opposite 30 Brent Terrace)
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Predicted noise levels with a noise barrier
(example idling position opposite 30 Brent Terrace)
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Sidings operations assessment

• The noise barrier is 2.4 metres
high and has an approximate
length of 350 metres.

• The acoustic specification of
the noise barrier was prepared
based on the predicted noise
levels, and its indicative
performance has been verified
on site.



Old barrier permission
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Old barrier permission (2018): north of Sidings – around  curve/wheel squeal



Our proposal for a more effective barrier
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Revised barrier proposal (green line as built): closer to railway and  
greater protection from idling (greatest source of noise) 

350m long



A High Performing Barrier
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1.5m 

foundations

Steel girder 

and pole 

construction

Superior sound quilting
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Summary
• Noise reduces from Sidings as construction work comes to an

end.

• Mitigation has been built to reduce noise emissions from trains

idling, refuelling and rolling along new tracks

• Recent surveys indicate 2020 noise levels comparable or

quieter to 2018 levels.

• Diesel trains to be replaced soon with quieter models which will

reduce residual idling noise.

• The predicted noise emissions from the Sidings may

occasionally be noticeable but…

• Not intrusive based on the National Planning Policy Framework

requiring same acoustic climate present in the area.



• New barrier location performs far better for Brent Terrace

• Barrier location in 2018 planning permission less effective

• Submission of application in Sept 20 amending 
permission/revising site of barrier to its current location

• Further “statutory” consultation period by Barnet planning 
authority 

• Environmental Statement records/assesses all impacts e.g. noise 

• Decision by December 2020

• Final full opening January 2021

Next Steps
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• Please submit your questions via the ‘chat’ on the right of your 

screen for our presenters.

• Your question will be read out and be anonymous if you do not 

give your name. 

If you have any questions after the briefing please email 

TransformingBX@barnet.gov.uk

Any Questions?
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